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Believe It or Not: Divorce Dilemma Now Tougher

By Adrienne Keith

 

The economics of family law have always been tough. For nearly all divorcing or separating
couples, it entails moving from the economically efficient arrangement of two adults (and possibly
children) in one household to two adults in two households.

This can make it harder to pay the mortgage, if you can pay the mortgage. It means having to
furnish a new household. And it means two electricity bills, two water bills, etc. (In fact, electricity
and water bills were two economic factors on which Michigan State University researchers based

their findings on the “environmental impact” of divorce.1)

Even with the financial challenges of moving to two households, potentially getting one spouse
back in the workforce and establishing child support, I remember the heady years of 2005 and
2006. The real estate market was booming. For couples who were splitting and had owned their
house for a few years, simply selling the property promised to solve many short-term and
long-term financial issues.

In the matter of a few weeks — or rarely more than a few months — the couple would list the
house, accept an offer, get through closing and divide the sale proceeds. The home equity line of
credit, which had been used to pay off the credit cards, would be paid off with the sale. Both
parties could emerge without significant debt and even with money in the bank. It was a different
time, needless to say.

Since 2008, when the economic downturn became serious, divorcing and separating family law

clients have had a much tougher reality to face.2 Retirement account values have come back up,
but property values are recovering more slowly. Instead of selling the house as a way to get on
track, clients now have to grapple with the choice of whether to delay the sale, to list the house for
a short sale or to rethink their settlement after a consultation with a bankruptcy attorney.

The “luckier” clients are still in a tough place. They may have refinanced their home recently, but
still have some equity — just not enough to cover the costs of sale. Or clients are finding that
there’s equity and they have a job that allows them to take on a larger house payment, but the
loan they would need to “buy out” the other party exceeds what a lender will allow.

In addition to struggling with how to handle the major financial investment of the family home,
clients who are well employed and are negotiating spousal support are now asking about what
happens to their support obligation if they lose their job. Unfortunately, the loss of income by one
party doesn’t change the financial needs of the other party.

Here in Washington, after many years of consideration, the child support schedule changed in two
major ways that both lead to potentially higher child support payments than in the past. One
change was to the values in the Washington State Child Support Schedule’s “Economic Table” —
the basic amount of financial support that a child is presumed to need has increased. The second
change is that the table was expanded to include support obligations in higher-income brackets.
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Whereas, previously, it was at the court’s discretion to order more support where a parent has
combined net income above $7,000 per month, the table now has varying support figures from
$7,000 all the way up to $12,000. Most family law practitioners would acknowledge that the table
revision was overdue; however, late 2009 was a tough time to roll out increased child support.

In light of the recent years’ economic trends, continuing education topics are changing. Just this
past winter, practitioners could take a seminar entitled “Community Property: The New Challenges
in Today’s Economy.” Some of the presentations included: “Are you exposed to your partner’s
business debt?”; “The short sale: No! You take the house!”; and “Is pre-bankruptcy asset planning

okay?”3 While it’s admittedly tough to think about these things, it’s worse to have to advise a client
in this position without an adequate understanding of the few options that exist for managing
today’s tough economic issues.

Now, more than ever, an attorney is a costly choice as a therapist for family law clients. So what
options do clients have? For clients who are looking to manage their legal costs, there are budget-
friendly options:

Do it themselves;
Work with an attorney who provides “unbundled legal services;”
Take advantage of court-related programs that offer assistance in completing forms; and
Choose out-of-court dispute resolution instead of litigation, in cases where both parties can
negotiate in good faith.

Of course, with some clients choosing to “do it themselves” or to have only one party hire an
attorney instead of both, the economic choices of clients absolutely affect family law practitioners.
Some attorneys are taking more highly contested cases in order to meet their billing requirements.
Or some attorneys have had to make the hard choice to withdraw from representation because
their client is simply no longer able to pay them. For an attorney who stays in the case, he or she
may be looking at an account receivable that will be on the books for years rather than months.
While family law has always had its financial challenges, the “news” is how much more prevalent
these situations are.

With the economy appearing to be recovering “moderately,” it could be that the challenges family

law clients and practitioners are facing will start to ease.4 However, with Washington’s recent

increase in home foreclosure rates, we may not be out of the woods yet.5

I, for one, am refining my “financial plan” (yes, that is a euphemism for “budget”) in case full
economy recovery is more elusive than I’d hoped.

Adrienne Keith is a collaborative family law attorney and mediator in the Maple Leaf neighborhood.
She is also active in the King County Bar Association’s Alternative Dispute Resolution section.

1 See http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/12/03/AR2007120301797.html.
The opinions cited in this article are interesting. Lester Brown, the president of the Earth Policy
Institute, is quoted as saying,“Shifting to more energy-efficient appliances is the answer, not trying
to prevent divorce or trying to make divorce more difficult.” Ralph Cavanagh, of the Natural
Resources Defense Council, had a different spin: “The best advice to those who are miserable
together is not, however, to avoid divorce for the sake of the environment, but to find someone else
as quickly as possible.”

2 See http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/27808110/, which includes the line, “I just want to leave him,
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but I can’t afford it.”

3 Course materials available for purchase at http://www.wsbacle.org/Merchant2
/merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=WS&Product_Code=C10533&
Category_Code=cleas-fam.

4 Moderate recovery was the national forecast of April 14: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn
/content/article/2010/04/14/AR2010041400355.html.

5 http://www.mbaa.org/NewsandMedia/PressCenter/72906.htm.
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